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Let k be a one variable rational function field over a finite field. We construct an
example of a wildly ramified abelian extension over k, whose integer ring is not free
over its associated order.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical HilbertSpeiser theorem states that if L is a finite abelian
extension of the rational field Q, which is at most tamely ramified at all
primes of the rational integer ring Z, then a normal integral basis x for L
over Q can be constructed explicitly. In other words, the integer ring OL
of L is a free Z[Gal(LQ)]-module and a free basis can be constructed by
means of the roots of unity. Furthermore for any absolutely abelian exten-
sion L, Leopoldt ([4]; see also [5]) states that OL is a free module over
its associated order A(LQ) and gives a free basis explicitly. Here A(LQ)
denotes the full set of the elements of Q[Gal(LQ)], that induce endo-
morphism of OL . We remark that in the tame case an equality A(LQ)=
Z[Gal(LQ)] holds.
On the other hand, let q be a power of a prime p. Let k=Fq be the field
of q elements. Let K=k(T ) and O=OK=k[T], where T is an indeter-
minate. For a finite extension N of K, we denote ON the integral closure
of O in N. Chapman [1] states the positive characteristic analogue of
HilbertSpeiser theorem, that is to say, if NK is a finite abelian extension
which is wildly ramified at no prime ideal of O, then he constructs a
normal integral basis for N over K using a Carlitz module.
In this paper, we shall study the positive characteristic wild case.
Contrary to the characteristic zero case, we construct an example that ON
is not free over A(NK ).
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2. MAIN RESULT AND NOTATION
Throughout this paper we fix an integer q, which is a power of a prime
number p. Let k=Fq be the field of q elements. Let K=k(T) and O=
OK=k[T], where T is an indeterminate. For a finite extension F of K, we
put OF the integral closure of O in F. For a Galois extension N of K,
let Gal(NK ) be the Galois group and A(NK )=[x # O[Gal(NK)];
xON/ON] the associated order.
We define some notations about Carlitz module.
Definition. For M # O, we define a polynomial [M](X ) # O[X] as
follows:
(1) [1]=X
(2) [T]=X q+TX
(3) [Tn]=[T] b [T n&1] for n2.
(4) If M(T )=i ai T i, ai # k then [M]=i ai[T i].
We put 4M=[x # Kc ; [M](x)=0], where K c is algebraic closure of K.
It is known that 4M is an O-module under the action u } f=[ f ](u)
for u # 4M and f # O. Under this action 4M becomes a rank one free
OMO-module. We set *M a free generator.
Now we state our main result.
Theorem. Suppose that P # O is a degree one polynomial and n is a
positive integer with n2 if q>2 (resp. n3 if q=2). Then OK(4P n ) is a not
free A(K(4Pn )K ) module.
Remark. It is easily shown that OK(4P 2 ) is a free A(K(4 P 2)K ) module,
when q=2.
3. CALCULATION OF THE DISCRIMINANTS
We begin by proving the following lemma, which plays a crucial roll in
this paper.
Lemma 1. Let N be a Galois extension of K, G=Gal(NK ) and
A=A(NK ). Suppose that ON is free A-module (necessarily of rank one).
Then A:=ON if and only if det(:_{)_, { # G divides det(;_{)_, { # G for all ; in
ON . (We will call this : minimal and det(:_{)2 minimal discriminant.)
Proof. If ON is free over A, and ON=A: and ; # ON then the following
equalities of module indices hold:
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[ON : (ONG );]=[A: : (ONG );]=[A: : A;][A; : (ONG);]
=[A: : A;][A : ONG];
[ON : (ONG );]=[A: : (ONG ):][(ONG): : (ONG );]
=[A : ONG][(ONG ): : (ON G);].
Hence [ON : A;][(ONG ): : (ONG );], and this index can be calculated
via discriminants as det(;_{)det(:_{). The lemma is now immediate.
Therefore it is important to calculate det(:_{)2, the discriminant of : for
N over K. For this end, we need a positive characteristic version of the
group determinant formula.
Lemma 2. Let p be a prime number. Let G=G0_G1 be a finite abelian
group, where G0 is the p-Sylow subgroup of G. Let f be a function on G with
values in some field F of characteristic p. Then
det( f (_{&1))_, { # G= ‘
/ # G 1
\ :{ # G0 \ :_ # G1 /(_)+ f (_{)+
*G0
,
where  denotes the group of characters and * the cardinal number.
Proof. There exists a characteristic zero complete discrete valuation
ring O which contains all p-power roots of unity and whose residue field
contains F (e.g., [6, Chap. II]). First consider a matrix A such that A
modulo the prime ideal p~ of O is A=( f (_{&1)). Compute det A by famous
characteristic zero group determinant formula. Thus make it modulo p~ .
By means of the following lemma, we can compute the sum of a power
of roots of polynomial from its coefficients.
Lemma 3. Let :1 , ..., :t be arbitraly numbers. Let _n=:n1+:
n
2+ } } } +:
n
t .
We set f (X )=> j (1&:j X ) and g(X )=n=1 _nX
n. Then
g(X)=&Xf $(X)f (X).
Proof. Since
f $(X )=&:
j
:j ‘
k{j
(1&:kX )
&X
f $(X)
f (X)
=:
j
:jX
1&:j X
.
The lemma is now immediate on expanding this out as a geometric series.
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Using these results, we shall compute the discriminants for N=K(4P n )
over K, where P # O is a degree one polynomial. From now on we choose *P i
to be *P i=[P j&i ](*P j ) for all ji. We apply Lemma 2 for G0_G1=
Gal(K(4Pn)K(4P))_Gal(K(4P)K) and G=Gal(K(4Pn)K). For a # K(4Pn),
det(a_{&1 )= ‘
/ # G 1
\ :_ # G1 /(_)(TrK(4P n)K (4P) a)
_+
qn&1
.
Lemma 4. Suppose that M # O be a polynomial of degree d. Then
[M](X )=dj=0 [
M
j ] X
qj, where each [ Mj ] is a polynomial in O of degree
(d&j )q j. Especially [ M0 ]=M and [
M
d ] is the leading coefficient of M.
Furthermore if P # O is degree one, then ordP [ P
d
j ]=d&j.
Proof. The first part of the lemma is just Proposition 1.1 in [4]. The
last part is verified by a direct calculation from an explicit formula for
[Pd ](X ) in [2]. (We remark that in [2], [T](X ) is defined to be
Xq&TX, but the result is same.)
We shall sometimes use the follwing notation: qj=q j ( j0), q&1=0.
Lemma 5. Let 0i<qn&qn&1 (n1), then
TrK(4P n )K(4 P) (*
i
Pn)
={
P(n&1)+A 1+2A 2+ } } } +(n&1) An&1 *AnP u (1)
if i=(qn&1&1)+nj=1 Aj (qn&1&qn&1&j ),
where Aj0 ( j=1, ..., n) are integers
such that A1+ } } } +Anq&2
(\Pn&1*A nP especially if i=q
n&1&1+Anqn&1)
0 otherwise, (2)
where u is some element of OK .
Proof. Applying Lemma 3 to
f (X)=Xq n&1 ([Pn&1](X&1)&*P),
we deduce that
:

i=1
_iXi=
Pn&1X qn&1&1
1+ 
n&2
j=0 _
P n&1
j & X qn&1&q j&*PXq n&1
=Pn&1X qn&1&1 :

k=0 \ :
n&2
j=0 _
Pn&1
j & Xqn&1&q j&*P Xqn&1+
k
,
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where _i=TrK(4 Pn )K(4P) *
i
P n . Lemma 5 is now immediate on evaluating the
coefficient of Xi for i<qn.
We continue the calculation of the discriminants. By the above lemma,
TrK(4P n)K a can be written in the form
TrK(4P n )K a= :
A1 , ..., An
aA 1 , ..., An P
(n&1)+ n&1k=1 kA k *A nP ,
where aA 1 , ..., A n # OK ;
det(a_{&1)=‘
/ \ :A 1 , ..., An&1 P
(n&1)+ kA k \:_ /(_) :An aA 1 , ..., A n *
A n_
P ++
qn&1
= ‘
q&2
i=0 \ :A 1 , ..., A n&1 P
(n&1)+ kAk
_\ :
q&2
j=0
:&ij :
A n
aA1 , ..., An (:
j*P)An++
q n&1
= ‘
q&2
i=0 \ :A 1 , ..., A n&1 P
(n&1)+ kAk aA 1 , ..., An&1, i (&1) *
i
P+
qn&1
=(\1) ‘
q&2
i=0
*iqn&1P ‘
q&2
i=0 \ :A 1 , ..., An&1 P
(n&1)+ kA k aA1 , ..., An&1 , i+
qn&1
=(\1) *q n&1 (q&1)(q&2)2P P
(n&1)(q&1) qn&1
_ ‘
q&2
i=0 \ :A 1 , ..., A n&1 P
 kAk aA1 , ..., A n&1 , i+
q n&1
,
where : is a generator of k*. This shows that a is minimal, when a0, ..., 0, i
is unit for all i and all the other coefficients vanish. In particular, for exam-
ple, if we put ’=q&2A=0 *
q n&1&1+Aqn&1
P n , then ’ is minimal.
Remark. It is known that OK(4P n )=O[*P n ] and its discriminant is
Pq n&1 (nq&n&1) (cf. [3]). Hence the difference between the P-power order
of the discriminant of the integer and the minimal discriminant is
qn&1(q&1)(n&1).
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let P # OK be a degree one monic polynomial. We have an isomorphism
(OK PnOK)* % :
n&1
i=0
aiPi [ _ a i Pi # Gal(K(4P n )K ),
where _ a iPi (*P n)= [ai ](*P n&i ).
First we assume that q3 and n2. By the fact that
:
b # F q*
a # F q
asbt={10
if q&1 | s, q&1 | t, s{0
otherwise
(Here 00=1). If we set ’=q&2A=0 *
q n&1&1+Aq n&1
P n as in the preceeding
section,
:
a # Fq
b # Fq*
a_aPn&1+b(’)=: a :
A
(a*P+b*P n )q
n&1&1+Aqn&1
= :
q n&1&1
j=0 \
qn&1(q&1)&1
( j+1)(q&1)&1+
_* ( j+1)(q&1)&1P *
(q&1)(qn&1&1&j )
Pn
# :
q n&1&1
j=0 \
qn&1(q&1)&1
( j+1)(q&1)&1+
_*qn&1 (( j+1)(q&1)&1)+(q&1)(q n&1&1&j )P n mod P.
Here the exponent of *P n is
qn&1(( j+1)(q&1)&1)+(q&1)(qn&1&1&j )
=(qn&1&1)(q&1) j+qn&1(q&1)+(q&2)(qn&1&1)&1
qn&1(q&1).
So if we set _=(1P)  a_aPn&1+b , _(’) # ON .
Next we assume that q=2 and n3. A similar computation shows that
_$(’) # ON , where _$=(1P)( a_aPn&2+b&_1).
After these preparations, we can now conclude our proof of the theorem.
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We assume that OK(4 P n ) is a free A(K(4P n)K )-module; then its rank is
one and ’ must be a free basis by Lemma 1. Suppose that q3 and n2
(resp. q=2 and n3). Since _(’) (resp. _$(’)) is an integer, _ (resp. _$)
must be contained in A(K(4P n )K ). But _(*q&2P n )=*PP (resp. _$(*P n )=
*P 2 P) is not an integer. This is a contradiction.
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